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Icon Screens    (Lecture with hand out)  

“Lord have mercy!” 

We hear these words frequently but there is another interpretation of the meaning – “Mercy” it also 

means “Give me of your abundance!” 

Icon screens were developed in the 10th C but they had their roots in antiquity.  

The early churches and the catacombs had some form of barrier, a means of defining the spaces 

between altar and nave, with some form of low barrier. The earliest remnants can be seen in the 4th 

century church at Locris, in Greece where there was n open division between the altar and the nave.  

St Agnes Church Rome (below), is a catacomb chapel  

 

The icon screen derives from the Old Testament ‘Tent of Meeting’ – the curtain between the holy of 

holies and the meeting area. The veil was kept closed apart from once a year. Holiness was kept 

apart from us. In the New Testament, the veil becomes a means of revealing God to us. The veils 

would have images of paradise on – such as an almond tree.  

St Clements Rome (385AD) has the earliest extant icon screen. This has a low screen, an ambo 

(Either of two raised pulpits from which the gospels and epistles were read in early Christian 

churches - from the Greek amb n, raised edge) and the clergy choir and psalters would be contained 

within the boundary.  

Ravenna – Apollinaire Nuovo – example of a 5th century Baldacino. 

Lesbos, Greece – 5th century icon screen with icons set above the architrave.  

Icons should reflect heavenly worship.  

Church of St Euphemia 6th century  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Antiochos 

“Templon” is Greek for screen. Geometry can be a form of iconography, with theology in the layout. 

Nerezi, Serbia 11-12th icon screen (icon screens begin here) 

http://www.academia.edu/3241204/Medieval_Tradition_of_the_Icon_Painting_in_Macedonia 

(this website has some excellent images of early frescoes). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Antiochos
http://www.academia.edu/3241204/Medieval_Tradition_of_the_Icon_Painting_in_Macedonia


 

Torcello, Venice (oldest extant example of icon screen) 13th c  

 

Last Judgement  12th-century Byzantine mosaic from Torcello Catrhedral (after 19th-century 

restoration). Source: 

http://artssciences.cua.edu/gl/images/safran_slides/Medieval_Art/12thCentury/TorcelloWestWallL

astJudge.jpg 

15-16th century started to get two rows of icons on the screen along with more baroque influences. 

Paradise – where we live in harmony. Creation isn’t fully created until it is transfigured.   

Paradise is a Persian word – meaning walled garden for the Kind and his friends, where they would 

walk and commune. A garden is where man and God interact. Adam and Eve were `told to expand 

the world, not contract.  

http://artssciences.cua.edu/gl/images/safran_slides/Medieval_Art/12thCentury/TorcelloWestWallLastJudge.jpg
http://artssciences.cua.edu/gl/images/safran_slides/Medieval_Art/12thCentury/TorcelloWestWallLastJudge.jpg


“Mass” means “dismissal” – take the Gospel and transform the world. 

A full length Russian screen consists of five levels. 

The assumption cathedral, theophane the greek, 1405AD. This turns the screen into a wall – more of 

a splendour/performance. 

Christ is always depicted on the right of the screen door, the Virgin on the left. 

Saint ….angel…Virgin…doors…Christ….Angel…saint 

 

Aidan Hart’s iconostasis at the Hermitage, Shrewsbury 

St George’s church Istanbul, 6th C Greek Orthodox - an example of heavily decorated icon screen.  

 

Over ornate screens get busy and can become ostentatious.  


